The Grocery Store
By: Donna M. Glass

The girl had no garden
unless you count the rutted side-yard
of prayer rock, blue eggshell,
amulance song of her father’s anger
and her mother’s need
all grown together,
thin as dandelion seed in midair.
Yet the girl had a friend.
On Saturdays, the two friends walked
to Stockton grocery
where cold fluorescence hung
over rows of iridescent Styrofoam,
ordered like census data:
white hen/white egg, red hen/brown egg.
The two friends liked taffy.
One folded green
and one folded purple.
Each tore away half to share
on the carousel just outside
where they rode a fiberglass horse
on the dimes of kind passersby,
rode double until the money ran out,
and then took the long way home
across a field, and if the air was warm,
they set their shoes side-by-side,
braided one another’s hair,
and watched a flock of blackbirds
crash through walls of ragweed,
always falling back to the ragweed.

Judge’s commentary

Poet Judith Vollmer, the judge of the 2018 Dobler Award, wrote this about Glass' poem:

A haunting tribute-song, “The Grocery Store” constructs two girls' long walk seeking home and safety inside fractured rural America. Their companions are blackbirds, "walls of ragweed," and a sacred friendship, intimate and delightful in its immediate palette of "green" and "purple" paper-wrappings of candy. Dreams of nourishment are shadowy and tantalizing, envisioned through crevices of a rough-cut mosaic-a field, a world-only the girls are capable of seeing. The girls' vision, glimpsed through a long-lens
of reportage built on sharp and relentless consonance, startles with lack: "no garden," "side-yard," "half to share," and "always falling back." Simultaneously, the vision sings in steady flames of open, chiming, slant, and eye-rhymes. That balancing act of narrative-within-sound-stage reveals the poem's wonders. Repetitions of "home" spit against "grown," in a landscape stunted by familial heartbreak and a nation in which food is controlled in rows of iridescent Styrofoam ordered like census data:

white hen/white egg, red hen/brown egg.

Real questions abound: Who among us counts? Who is shut out or "stored?" Who depends on "dimes of kind passersby" (ghostly strangers); and who, ultimately, writes the stories of girls—such questions inhabit poetry's urgencies. "The Grocery Store" diverts its lyrical pathways around mere didacticism, and gives us tenderness, courage, space, and declaration alongside the simple act of two friends setting "their shoes side-by side."

This is a stand-out in a group of excellent finalists.
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